[The patient in the psychiatric emergency ambulance: diagnoses, reasons and comparison of layperson vs. physician viewpoints].
A survey in specialties other than psychiatry showed that "emergency room"-patients have factors other than the presenting disease that determine the usage of urgent medical evaluation. In the following prospective study 104 outpatients presenting at daytime in a university psychiatric emergency care unit were included over 6 months. Apart from social and epidemiological data, illnesses according to ICD-10, reason for presentation from the patient's point of view and in this regard the physician's evaluation were included. The most prevalent diagnoses were depression, adjustment disorders and anxiety disorders, comprising together 75 %. Organic disorders or addictive disorders were less frequent; psychoses were found in 8 %. Concerning the presentation as an emergency, 70 % of patients reported a subjective clinical deterioration but only 44 % were regarded as an urgent need in the responsible physician's point of view (Cohen's kappa 0.39). Our findings show that patients presenting as "psychiatric emergency cases" without appointment mainly suffer from depression, adjustment disorders and panic disorders. Furthermore, the layperson's point of view of clinical deterioration justifying an emergency presentation differs from physician's evaluation. The most likely cause for this disagreement between physicians and patients in the assessment to utilise a medical emergency care service in psychiatry might be dysfunctional or, respectively, negative-biased cognitions accompanying depressive syndromes.